**CRIMSON AND TECH SEPTETS CLASH AT ARENA TOMORROW**

The combined musical clubs are giving a concert March 15 at Whitman Hall, Brookline. The Iris is not a part of the regular schedule but is being given in response to numerous requests for it. Tickets will go on sale soon.

**VARIETY MEETS TUFTS**

**FULL SCHEDULE CAUSES NO CENTRE BASKET BALL GAME**

Great regret is felt at the announcement that the annual basketball game between the Men of Crimson and the Tech (under Centre) will be unable to meet Technology once more March 6. The schedule includes the usual number of games in 8 days and at Tufts and Crimson. The Tech is unable to meet due to the long list of athletic events. The Tech will meet another team to determine the champion of the conference. It is hoped that the two teams may meet again soon.

**PHILLIP'S MILITARY SOLES and HEELS**

Protects slipping and keeps feet dry. Ideal for golf. Per set 25c.

**OLD COLONY SERVICE**

An efficient and courteous organization, progressive methods, large resources, and three offices, conveniently located in different sections in Eastern Massachusetts, make the Old Colony Trust Company the most desirable depositary in New England.

Three Modern Safe Deposit Vaults

Old Colony Trust Company

17 Court Street

52 Temple Place BOSTON 222 Boylston St.

**THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY**

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

To be admitted to the Institute, the applicant must have attended a high school for a period of at least three years. Those who have been graduated from a high school and who have had a course of study at a college or university may be admitted.

Graduates of colleges, and in general all applicants presenting certificates representing work done at other colleges, are excused from the usual entrance examinations and from any subjects already satisfactorily completed. Each applicant has the opportunity to combine a technical training with a direct professional education. In general, all applicants presenting certificates representing work done at other colleges, are excused from the usual entrance examinations and from any subjects already satisfactorily completed.

Graduates of colleges, and in general all applicants presenting certificates representing work done at other colleges, are excused from the usual entrance examinations and from any subjects already satisfactorily completed. Each applicant has the opportunity to combine a technical training with a direct professional education. In general, all applicants presenting certificates representing work done at other colleges, are excused from the usual entrance examinations and from any subjects already satisfactorily completed. Each applicant has the opportunity to combine a technical training with a direct professional education.